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Nov 4, 2012 Flash Clock Work mod recovery Flash Clockworkmod on your device using the instructions listed above. This step will allow you to update your rom to Ice cream sandwich by connecting your phone to the PC and updating the existing ICS rom. Dec 11, 2012 Samsung GT-P7500 ICS Overflow Rom for ICS Firmware 4.0.4 Now you can install the ICS I flash this rom without going to ICS with each ICS update Samsung releases. It includes root. Dec 27,
2012 Ultra ICS ROM for ICS Firmware 4.0.4 Dec 27, 2012 ICS Overflow Firmware for Samsung GT-P7500 Jan 5, 2013 Updated: Latest Firmware (Coldboot_JB_v1.3.0.7) For Rogers GT-P7500 I am still waiting for the new official Android 4.0.4 with root for Rogers, I am sure you guys are also. I have gotten tons of email saying the Verizon Galaxy Nexus owners are enjoying their new ICS. I would have loved to update my Galaxy Tab to Ice Cream Sandwich but
never heard anything about that. We shall see what happens. Q: How can I make a Spring JUnit test thread safe? Is it possible to make a Spring JUnit test thread safe? This is the code that I have to test: @Service @RunAs(value=JUnitThread.class) public class GeneralService { @Transactional public void getValue() { ... } } The JUnit Thread: @ContextConfiguration(locations={"classpath:applicationContext.xml"}) @RunWith(SpringJUnit4ClassRunner.class)
@SpringApplicationConfiguration(classes = {DataSource.class}) @ActiveProfiles("default") @DirtiesContext(classMode=ClassMode.AFTER_EACH_TEST_METHOD) public class GenericServiceTest { @Autowired private GeneralService service; @Test @Transactional public
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Nov 10, 2012 P7500XWLPD Android 4.0.4 ICS Firmware on Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 GT-P7500 (Updated) Download the P7500XWLPD Android 4.0.4 ICS (Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 (GT-P7500) . Install the firmware to your Tab GT-P7500. References External links Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 (GT-P7500) specifications Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 (GT-P7500) official site Category:Tablet computers Category:Samsung Galaxy Tab series Category:Android
(operating system) devicesHyperbaric oxygen therapy for arterial ischaemia in peripheral vascular disease. One hundred and thirty-five patients were entered into a double-blind controlled trial to assess the effectiveness of hyperbaric oxygen in the treatment of ischaemic symptoms in patients with arterial ischaemia in peripheral vascular disease. After inclusion, exclusion criteria were defined and patients were randomised by a computerised balloting system to one of
three treatment groups. There were 67 patients in the treatment group, 58 in the control group and 60 in the sham group. The patients in the treatment group received 90 treatments over a period of 7 weeks. There were no statistically significant differences in the outcomes between the treatment and control groups. In this study the effectiveness of hyperbaric oxygen as a treatment for ischaemic symptoms was not confirmed. However, a trial with a larger patient
population is required before this treatment can be routinely recommended.Q: Is there any way to pause/resume audio capture in iOS? Does anybody know if there is a way to pause and resume audio capture in iOS? A: Nope. There is no way to do that. You can however stop the recording using: UIBackgroundTaskIdentifier backgroundId = UIBackgroundTaskInvalid; [[UIApplication sharedApplication] beginBackgroundTaskWithExpirationHandler:^{ backgroundId
= UIBackgroundTaskInvalid; }]; When you want to start it again, call: [[UIApplication sharedApplication] endBackgroundTask:backgroundId]; FBI insiders say they see a strong chance of an attack similar to the 9/11 terrorist strike in the United States, but that it's unlikely to take place in the U.S. 2d92ce491b
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